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Engineering-Architectural Fair To Open Tomorrow
Exhibits In Riggs Hall To
Be Open For Three Days
Freakish as well as practical application of modern technical knowledge will be on display at Clemson's sixth Biennial Engineering and Architecture Fair which opens Friday
afternoon for a three day run in Riggs Hall, home of the
school of engineering.

Jones Named
To High
Reserve. Post
Francis M. Welsh, Jr., a mechanical engineering senior of Greenville, explains the operation and
construction of a Turbo-supercharger to Charles A. Whitaker, mechanical engineering junior of
Liberty, as Robert L. Perry, instructor in mechanical engineering looks on. This Turbo-supercharger will be on exhibit during the sixth En<rii^°r!"<r and Architecture Fair to be held here Friday,
.-. ■ .. - -. „_* c,.^,y, (Photo by Jack Trimmi r.)

Civil engineering majors, John Gillespie (right) of Montgomery, Alabama, arid Charles Davis (left)
of Greer, check some of the equipment to be shown during the Engineering-Architect Fair which
opens tomorrow in Riggs Hall. (Photo by Jack Trimmier).

'Olivet To Calvary' Will Be Presented By All-Church
Choir Wednesday, April 9, In Clemson Field House
Red Cross Bloodmobile To Make Final
Visit To Clemson Campus April 7-8-9
Approximately 1200 Pints Needed
To Win 'Bloodiest Campus' Title

Coker Girls Again Vote
Clemson Tops In Poll

Next Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, April 7,, 8 and
Clemson's manly charm ] in school—a larger proportion than
9, Clemson students will be given their final chance to conever before. ,
tribute blood in the present competition with the University may leave Southern ConferClosest competitors of the
ence officials cold, but not so
of Idaho.
Tigers this season are their traApproximately 1200 pints are which had been sent to them to Coker girls. For the Hartsditional rivals, the USC Gameneeded in order for Clemson to he sign.
considered for the title of "the
Students who fall In this cate- ville college lassies, the lads cocks. The Carolina boys garbloodiest campus" in the country. gory have been requested to from Clemson are without nered 27 votes—their top rival—
Only 681 were donated to the
write their parents asking for
and advanced from the third
Armed Forces Blood Donor Proa witnessed, dated statement peer. All of which simply rating which was the best they
gram during- the three-day
that the student has their per- means that for the fourth
could master in 1950 and 1951
period last week—March 25, 26,
mission to give blood.
and 27.
Ladies of the community will straight year the Tigers ran to the second rank they held in
Again the bloodmobile unit will again be on hand at the bloodmothe initial poll.
set up its equipment in the social bile to aid with the registration away from the field in a poll
Nipping at the Gamecocks' heels,
hall of the Methodist Church. It of donors and to serve espesially of Coker girls' favorite college
the Citadel Bulldogs grabbed 25
will begin operation at 1 o'clock prepared foods and liquids in the
men.
ballots. This is also their best
Monday afternoon. After closing canteen.
at 5 p. m. Monday, the bloodmobile will be open froh 9 to 11:40
a. m. and from 1 to 5 p. m. Tuesday.
Wednesday the hours will be
from 9 to 11:40 a. m. and from 1
to 3:40 p. m.
Townspeople and faculty are
requested to come between 4 and
5 o'clock Tuesday afternoon, April
8.
Over 200 students were turned
down during the visit of the bloodmobile last week because their
parents had not returned the cards

The winner of the company
competition will be announced
next week after the final visit of
the blood - collecting unit. The
winner will be determined by the
number of men who actually gave
a pint of blood.
The base-for deciding the winner will be lowered if a man is
declared unable to donate by the
doctor in charge of the bloodmobile, or if a parent returns a
card to officials of the drive
stating that he or she does not
wish his son to give blood.

Consistently better than two to
one winners over their nearest
rivals} the Clemson boys captured
81 of the 198 votes in the 1952
race to cop Coker's favorite collegian title by a record numerical
count and a near-record margin.
All four local campus polls were
conducted by the student newspaper, The Periscope. Results of
the 1952 balloting are featured in
the current issue. Votes were cast
by nearly 90 per cent of the girls

Barter Players To Present
'Mrs. Moonlight' April 17
The Barter Players, America's oldest, largest, and as
Time Magazine says, "most active professional repertory
company in the United States," will present Mrs. Moonlight,
a delightful fantasy by Benn W. Levy, in the College Chapel
on Monday, April 7, at 8 p. m.
Tickets for the performance,
priced at $.90 for students and
$1.80 for adults, may be purchased
from members of the local chapter
of Blue Key, the sponsoring organization.
The Barter Theater is sponsored
by the American National Theater
and Academy. In addition, it is
financially aided by the Commonwealth of Virginia, making it the
first and only state theater in the
United States.
Barter Tours are sent out under the aegis of many distinguished personages. A number
of the members of the board of
directors are theatrical greats,
such as Katherine Cornell, Helen
Hayes, Gregory Peck, Margaret
Sullivan, Howard Lindsay, and
Rushsell Crouse.
But many public-spirited individuals, like Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt and Mrs. Wendell Wilkie, who
have never been directly associated
with the stage. James Hilton, author of Goodbye Mr. Chips, Lost

title role of Mrs. Moonlight.
Before joining the Barter Theater, Miss Lucas has been seen in a
number of plays including the part
of Barbara Allen in Dark of the
Moon, the part of Billie Moore in
Horizon, and Random Harvest, is
(Continued on Page 6)
one of Barter's most active supporters.
Levy, author of Springtime for
Henry and Clutterbuck, has woven
a charming love story around
Sarah Moonlight who, just before
her marriage, was given a necklace which was supposed to have
supernatural powers. According
Lily Pons, celebrated prima
to legend and to Sarah's Scotch
nurse who had given the necklace donna of the Metropolitan, Paris,
to her, it would grant one wish to and San Francisco Operas, will
give the final program of the
each person that possessed it.
The young and lovely Sarah 1951-52 Clemson College Concert
wished that she might never Series on April 15 at 8 p. m. in
look older than she did on the the Field House.
day of her wedding. A few years
Advance sale of tickets for
passed and Sarah realizes that
her wish has come true. And those persons who are not season
she realizes also, that it has not members of the series began on
brought her or her husband the April 1 at the President's Office
happiness she expected. Sarah in Tillman Hall. Mail orders will
Moonlight's romance covers be accepted. The price per adthree generations before the ul- mission is $2.
timate happy end.
A sell-out audience Is expected
Barbara Lucas, a newcomer to to fill the Field House, which has
the Barter Players, is cast in the a seating capacity of almost 4,000,

score, and good enough to promote
them from a two-year grip on
fourth place to a firm hold on
third.
Wofford's Terriers, runners-up
with £2 firsts a year ago, were run
down to fourth spot this year,
tallying only 19. The Tarheels of
Chapel Hill retained fifth position
with the same 10 votes—total they
scraped together to land there last
season.
Presbyterian eked out sixth
place with six votes, and Davidson and Duke share seventh with
five apiece. There were scattered ballots for 10 other schools
ranging as far afield. as Notre
Dame, Ohio State, Auburn and
VPI.

Clemson was the overwhelming
favorite of all four Coker classes.
All but the seniors, however, gave
the runner-up edge by a hair to
The Citadel over USC. Woffdrd
tied The Citadel for this rating
among the freshmen. And UNC
tied USC among the seniors—to
deny the South state school a
single undisputed claim to second
place class popularity.

4/000 Expected To Hear Cantata
Sung By Local 130 Voice Choir
The most ambitious musical project ever undertaken on the campus will be performed on the night
of April 9 when the Clemson AllChurch Choir presents the Easter
cantata "Olivet to Calvary." The
performance will take place in the
Field House at 8;15 o'clock .Doors
will be opened at 7:30 to accomodate the capacity crowd of 4,000
expected to be in attendance.
Conducted by Robert E. Lovett,
director of music, the 139 voice
choral group is composed of singers of all ages from Clemson and
surrounding communities as well
as the student body. Some 30
members of the organization come
from Walhalla.
Unusual scenery and lighting effects, planned by Professor Bob
Ware, associate director of the
production,' are expected to give
an added effect to the performance. The singers dressed in black
and white choir robes will be arranged row upon row in tiers to
form a white cross on a black
field. The top row of tiers will
be twenty feet off the floor. Further details of the staging are a
secret even to members of the
choir.
"Olivet to Calvary" was written by J. H. Maunder, a modern
English composer noted for his
religious works. It tells-of the
last days in the life of Christ
from the trial by Pilate to the
Resurrection. In addition to
the chorus there are six soloists
and a double octette.
A special concert model Hammond organ is being installed in
the Field House for this production
by W. S. Rice and Sons of Anderson who will also furnish the accompanist Frank Anderson.
Enthusiasm shown so far for
this presentation has surpassed
that shown for the Christmas program put on by Lovett and Ware
and which turned out to be one of
the most well attended and received local productions at Clemson in many years.
Helping Lovette and Ware
with "Olivet to Calvary" are
Mr. E. Emerson Waite, Rev. Ace
Tubbs of Walhalla, and Mrs. M.
C. Allen, assistant directors. Mr.

Bob Vause, Mrs. E. J. Freeman,
and Mrs. R. K. Eaton are serving
accompanists for-the rehearsals.
Soloists for the production are:
baritone, Rev. Emmet- Gribbin;
bass (Pilate), Cadet James R.
Hedden; soprano, Mrs. Ace Tubbs;
tenors, Cadet William D. Schwartz, Jr. and Robert E. Lovett;
boy soprano, Billy Poole.
The double octette is composed of
Mrs. Carl McHughs, Mrs. Sylvia
Reid, Mrs. Nancy Hunter, and
Mrs. Mildred Creighton, sopranos;
Jo Ann McNatt, Mrs. B. P. Moseley, Mrs. Ed Freeman, and Mrs.
R. F. Poole, altos; N. B. Goebel,
Rev. Ace Tubbs, Cadet W. D. Schwartz, and Cadet R. C. Everts,
tenors; Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, James
R. Hedden, Trrescott Hinton, and
George Bonnette, basses.
Officers of the All-Church
Choir are: president, Dr. O. B.
Garrison; vice-president, Mrs. H.
L. Hunter; secretary, Mrs. R. E.
Ware; and treasurer and business manager, Mr. Trescott Hinton.
The various committee chairmen and members are as follows:
Cap and Gown, Mrs. N. C. Armitage, chairman; Mrs. M. A. Owings,
Mrs. N. B. Goebel, . Mrs.. Emet
Gribbin, Mrs. W. T. Rainey, and
Mrs. D. I. Purser. Radio and
Recording: Mr. Bob Mattison,
chairman; and Mr. Kenneth Mays.
Property: Mrs. Nella Mclntyre,
chairman; Mrs. Ed Freeman, Mrs.
Carl McHughs, Dr. H. L. Hunter,
Mr. Hugh Watson, Mr. D. H. Witt,
Mr. R. B. Plowden, Miss Beverly
Jackson, Miss Mildred Lane, Miss
Jo Ann McNatt, Miss Nella Mclntyre, Mr. M. V. Folger, Mr. J.
K. Hedden, and Mr. J. P. Moore.
Program: Mrs. H. J. Webb,
chairman, Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, Rev.
Emmet Gribbin, Mrs. G.,H. DunklebeKj, Mr. George Bonnette, and
Mr. K. E. Ware. Ushers: Mr. P. C.
Davis, chairman; and students.
Clean Up: Mr. J. P. Rostron
and Mr. John Simonds, co-chairmen; Mrs. J. G. McCachern, Miss
Mary Washington, Miss Mary
Lynn White, and Mr. L. F. Fant.
Publicity: Mr. Howard L. Hunter,
chairman; and Mrs. John W. Califf.

Third Army Headquarters
at Fort McPherson Georgia,
recently announced the appointment of Colonel Robert
M. Jones, Infantry, USAR,
and assistant coach at Clemson, as the new assistant division commander. of the
lOSth Infantry Division with
headquarters at Charlotte,
North Carolina.
Colonel Jones was formerly regimental commander of the 323 Infantry Regiment, USAR, with
headquarters at Clemson. This
new position ordinarily calls for
the rank of general and Colonel
Jones is expected to receive this
rank within the next year.
Colonel Tom S. Milford of Clemson took over as regimental commander of the 323 Infantry Regiment.
Although the general staff of
the 108 Infantry Division is located at Charlotte, several special staff officers are to be stationed at Clemson. These include the Inspector General, the
Division Surgeon, the Special
Services Officer,, and the Assistant Judge Advocate General.
During World War II Colonel
Jones was assigned to the 8th
Infantry Division as a battalion
commander.' He trained at Fort
Jackson and at Fort Benning,
leaving for Europe on December 5,
1943. He was wounded on July
27, 1944, and returned to his battalion on August 26. He was
wounded for a second time on November 25.
After his recovery, he was assigned to Headquarters, European
Theater of Operations. On February 3, 1945, he was again assigned to the 8th Infantry Division
.and he remained within the headquarters of this organization until
March 4, 1945, at which time he
returned to the United States.
On July 4, 1945, Colonel Jones
was appointed assistant professor of military science and
tactics at Clemson.
Colonel Jones was separated
from service in October, 1945, and
went on terminal leave until
January 26, 1946. He has been
active in the United States Army
Reserve since that date.

Guild Movie Will
Be 'Private Life
Of Henry VIII'
Under the sponsorship of Blue
Key, national honor fraternity, the
Clemson College Cinema Guild
will present The Private Life of
Henry VIH on Sunday, April 6, at
3 and 8 p.- m. in the new chemistry
auditorium.
The British film, fourth in the
present series, stars Charles
Laughton and Merle Oberon.
Tickets for the remainder of the
season, priced at $2.50, will be on
sale at both performances.

Lily Pons, Noted Soprano, To Close Concert
Series In College Field House On April 15
for the performance of this worldfamous musical star. Ticket requests have already been received
from localities two hundred or
more miles away from the campus.
One of the greatest coloratura
sopranos of all times, tiny Lily
Pons has starred in opera, motion
pictures^ radio, television, and
concert. Her phenomenal voice
can reach.F above high C with
the greatest of ease. She is noted
as one of the outstanding personalities in music today and as one
of the best dressed women in the
world. In private life she is Mrs.
Andre Kostelanetz, wife of the
well-known orchestra conductor.

Her musical career, however,
did not begin as a singer, but as a
pianist. In her native city of
Cannes, France, she spent her
childhood studying the piano. She
made such progress that at thirteen she entered the Paris Conservatoire and two ye,ars later won
first prize in her class. But fate
interfered and Lily fell ill. She
was unable to practice at all.
It was during this period that
she first turned her thoughts to
singing, but only for her own
amusement and because she so
much missed her musical expression. And it was not until
some time later when she had

resumed her piano study and was
entertaining veterans of World
War I at a hospital in Paris that
she made her first public appearance as a singer.
Lily had just finished her program of piano selections when
one of the soldiers begged her to
sing for them. Naturally she hesitated, then with the intrepid zeal
which has come to be recognized
as a Pons characteristic, she offered an old French song. As she
finished the soldiers broke into a
thunder of applause and Lily had
launched herself on the fabulous
career which has taken her to
every corner of the globe and into

the hearts of millions.
Appearing with Miss Pons as
accompanist will be the distinguished American composer and
pianist, Frank LeForge, who has
played only for her in the past
ten years. Earlier he accompanied
such historic prima donnas as
Madame Shjumann-Deink, Geraldine Farrar, and Frances Alda.
Playing the flute obligates for
the coloratura selections will be
Frank Versaci, the celebrated Philadelphia flutist. In recognition of
their present tour LaForge has
written a new piece for Miss Pons
entitled "The Window Pane,"
which she will sing at Clemson.

Water which flows uphill, a
suitcase which cannot be carried
around a corner, electric current
which will illuminate a light bulb
but not shock people, a ping pong
ball which will balance itself perfectly atop a geyser of gushing
water, a newspaper which can be
read while turning at 3000 revolutions per minute, all of thes«
and many other scientific phenomena will surprise and fascinate
the thousands of visitors expected
to attend this interesting event.
Jet engines, wind tunnels, electric coils and generators, compression and tension testing machines, very high frequency radio
equipment, plans, illustrations and
models of the buildings of today
and tomorrow, and countless other
displays from the college's six engineering departments will be o»
hand for those who are interested
in the strictly technical side of
engineering.
More than 100 exhibits and
demonstrations have been planned by the students in the School
of Engineering under faculty direction. All of these will be
open to the public free of charge.
Student guides and demonstrators will be present at all time*
to show visitors around and
answer the many questions
which invariably come up when
laymen meet the machines and
phenomena of science face to
face. Printed guidebooks will
also be available.
The first Engineering Architecture Day, a one day affair was
held twenty years ago in May,
1932. It was such a success that
the next one followed close on its
heels in 1933. In 1936 it was decided to let the show run for two
days so that school children could
get to see it on Saturday. Two
years later the exhibition was kept
open on Sunday afternoon for the
benefit of the many "Sunday afternoon motorists" in upper South
Carolina. By 1940 the Fair had
become such a success that it drew
12,000 spectators. World War II
caused the event to be discontinued for ten years. In 1850 it
was revived.
Edward Newton, electrical engineering senior from Brevard, N.
C, is chairman of the Central
Planning Committee for the 1952
Fair. Various student committee
chairmen are: Publicity, D. C. Barbot, civil engineering senior of
Florence; Printing, D. B. Salley,
mechanical engineering senior
from Saluda; Architecture, P. A.
Vander-Schans of Clemson; ceramic engineering, H. G. Lefort, of
(Continued on Page 6)

Engineering Meet
To Be Held Here
April 10, II, 12
Some of the nation's best known
figures in engineering education
and research will take part in the
18th annual meeting of the Southeastern section and the Engineering College Research Council of
the American Society for Engineering Education to be held at
Clemson on April 10, 11, and 12.
Among them will be Dr. Alan T.
Waterman, director of the National
Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C; Dr. S. C. Hollister, dean of
Engineering, Cornell University,
and pretident of the American Society for Engineering Education;
and Dr. Joseph W. Byrd, manager
of the Training and Specialized
Recruiting Division of the Radio
Corporation of America.
Also, Carey H. Brown, chairman of the Engineering Manpower Commission of the Engineers' Joint Council and manager of Engineering and Manufacturing Service of the Eastman Kodak Company; and Dr. J.
S. Long, chemical director,
Peaslee - Gaulbert Paint and
Varnish Company, and a noted
speaker on scientific subjects.
Two hundred engineering educators and scientists from twentyfour colleges and universities in
Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, Tennessee, and Kentucky will attend the
three day conference which will
have its headquarters in the Clemson House on the campus. Business sessions of the meeting will
be held in the auditoriums of tb*
old and new chemistry buildings.
(Continued on Page 6)
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More Blood Needed
Last week more than 200 students were not allowed to
contribute a pint of blood to the Armed Forces Blood Donor
Program because they were under 21 and their parents had
not returned a printed form sent them some two weeks previous.
Many of these 200 boys have given blood one, two, or
three times in the past, and they were not required to have
this permission.
Because of this fact many parents probably do not realize that their sons need this waiver in order to contribute a
pint of blood.
The promoters of the drive have done their part. They
distributed printed postal cards for the students to sign, and
followed this up by mailing these cards for the boys. All
that remained for the parents to do was to sign the attached
card and mail it.
To remedy this situation, it has been suggested that these
students write home and ask their parents for a dated, witnessed statement that the students have permission to donate a pint of blood.
It might be a good idea for all students who are scheduled to contribute during the three-day period next week
to write a similar letter home, asking their parents either
to return the printed card or to send such a statement to
Clemson if they have not already done so.
1200 pints is a lot of blood to be given in a short threeday visit of the bloodmobile. But every bit of it is needed
first for the boys in Korea and second so that Clemson might
claim title to "the bloodiest campus" in the country.

Class Of Potted Plants?
Many a student gets through college only to realize too
late that he has been the potted plant. Through the efforts
of someone else he found himself here four years ago with
certain skilled professors and instructors nearby to pour in
the academic lore.
All kinds of advantages are here, but he has not reached
out to use them.
... To everything about him he is apathetic. Student government is controlled by cliques anyway, campus publications aren't as interesting as others, and who wants to listen
to a free lecture? He probably has joined at least one organization, maybe a departmental club, but he never attends
the meetings.
. . . But the potted plant gets enthusiastic occasionally.
He
pledged to give a pint of blood the last time the bloodmobile
was here. There is a noble cause worth his effort he said.
He forgot to keep the appointment.
The saddest part of the story comes after graduation.
Failing in the bigger trials of life, the potted plant sees only
that his leaves are wilting, and he tirades against the shortcomings of his alma mater.
(From the Cincinnati News Record, University of Cincinnati)

KNOW SOUTH CAROLINA
By GEORGE MocNABB
CHIEF

OF

PUBLIC

RELATIONS

SOUTH CAROLINA RESEARCH, PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT BOARD

DOCK STREET THEATER, CHARLESTON
The Dock Street Theater was the
first playhouse in the United States
constructed solely for the purpose
of giving dramatic productions.
The theater opened on February 12,
1736, with George Farquhar's play,
"The Recruiting Officer." Repeat
performances of this play, and several other popular plays were produced in the ensuing year. May 21,
1737 brought the first recorded presentation of a Shakespearean production on this continent. The "Song
of Mad Tom,"presumably an excerpt
from "King Lear" was the play,
accompanying the fourth performance of the "Recruiting Officer."
In 1740, fire damaged the theater,
and it was rebuilt on the site. On
October 7, 1754, the second Dock
Street Theater opened with Rowe's
."The Fair Penitent." This theater
■urvived the Revolutionary shelling,
only to be destroyed again by fire
in 1782. In 1809, the Planters Hotel

XllUrsua,)
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was built on the site, andJater, in
1835, the hotel was remodeled to
include the theater.
This last theater was restored by
the Federal Government in the
1930's, faithfully following the original model. The theater has the
prescribed thirteen boxes, each accomodating eight people. In the
pit, arms and backs have been
added to traditional benches for
comfort. The interior is panelled in
cypress, and all around the walls
are electrical fixtures resembling
the original candelabra. The third
Dock Street Theater was reopened
on November 26, 1937, with the
performance
of the initial play,
r
'The Recruiting Officer." The Dock
Street Players has become one of
South Carolina's leading little theater organizations, giving performances in their home theater, and
occasionally offering excellent road
productions for the rest of the state.

At the end of February there occurred a
very important event in the struggle for
world peace. This event was the North Atlantic Treaty Organization meeting in Lisbon. There has been a lot written about
this meeting and a lot of praise was given
to Mr. Acheson for the fine job that he was
said to have done there. Let us look at
some of the problems that existed before
the Lisbon meeting and the state of those
same problems after the meeting.
The essential problem that must be solved
in Europe is the relation of Germany to
the defense of Europe. Most military men
have arrived at the point of view that any
defense of Western Europe is impossible
without the help of Germany. In principle
this is easy to see. But when the actual
creation of a German army is brought up
the French throw up their hands in horror.
The Germans on the other hand refuse to
rearm unless we return to them their sovereign rights.

French government has fallen over an issue
cf financing the defense of Europe. Although
the French seem to approve of the program
in general terms they have not approved
the means whereby the program could be
carried out. The Germans are the same
way. With a government controlled by a
joining of several parties, the approval of
any defense treaty will take considerable
time.
In other words, what we can say has
really happened at Lisbon, is that the various foreign ministers of NATO agreed
on defense plans for Europe and on plans
for the creation of a German army. But
before we count the blessings of this
meeting we should wait until there is definite action taken by the legislatives which
would insure the operation of the Lisbon
plans. Even after the laws have been
passed it will be necessary to insure that
the afreements are working, that everyone is pulling his own wait in the building of a secure Europe. The French Assembly has laid down
There is another angle to the rather easy
terms under which they will approve the
agreement
that was reached at Lisbon. First
creation of a German army; the German
the
Europeans
are very anxious for the
Bundestag or congress has also laid down
present economic aid programs to be conterms under which the Germans will reTALK OF TOWN
tinued. There can be no doubt that the
arm. The hitch is that these terms are
American political scene played importance
almost directly opposite to each other.
at Lisbon. It appeared to the Europeans
This was the situation when the Ministers
|
that
any breakdown of Western unity would
of State of Germany, Great Britain, France,
cause
Congress to remove some of the ecoand the U. S. met in London just previous
nomic
and military aid. The Europeans
to the Lisbon meeting. These London
also
knew
that failure of this part of the
talks were for the purpose of exactly deAmerican
policy
would be very influential
fining the position of Germany in the deBy "DOC" BAKER
on
the
coming
elections.
So, hard as it may
fense set-up.
have seemed, there almost has to be agreewill be no further additions to the walls,
CRY FOR BLOOD
The London talks were pronounced a ment at Lisbon.,
who is going to remove those which are
Last week, the students at Clemson dogreat
success and everyone left for Lisbon.
The Germans have not really been given
now present?
nated blood to be used on the Korean front
After several days of discussion everyone what they wanted. They were not admitor to aid men in the armed services.
The WALK IN COMFORT
again announced great success and again ted to NATO. True, they are not in NATO
drive, sponsored by Blue Key, Tiger Broth"The shortest distance between two points everyone packed up and went home. What
in name only, but their exclusion is still very
erhood, and other cooperating agencies, fell is a straight line." If there are those of you
we must now do is to look at the terms of hard for the Germans to swallow. The nafar short of its 1800-pint goal. The mobile who don't believe this, take a look at the
the agreement and see what they mean.
tional freedom which was to have gone with
unit will return to Clemson next week to road across Bowman Field connecting the
First, there were wild claims made as to the new army is still not being offered di"bleed" those under 21, assuming that they Fost Office and library. That, according to
the creation of fifty divisions by the end of rectly. Furthermore the Saar question is
will have secured parental permission by all schedules, is the most direct route.
this year. The military men quickly show- still very much in the air.
then.
There have been many attempts to detour ed that the idea of fifty divisions was comThe French and the Germans still have
The recent trip was marked by several those on foot. Very few of these actions
pletely out of the question. Actually, twendifferences. These differences will only
interesting happenings. Students under age have met with much success. Still, the methty-five is closer to the true number that we
be remoyecLby mutual action and ant by
and minus written authority from home were ods were many and varied. Signs have been might have.
the words of any foreign minister.
turned down; yet, reappeared in fifteen or placed at both ends of the lane requesting
Then it was said that all the difficulties
There is no doubt that Lisbon accomplishtwenty minutes with a letter from home (?)
the students to go via the main building or between France and Germany have been
ed excellent results. But there is also no
giving them the "all-clear" sign. One stu- around the highway. What happened? They settled. This of course is far from the truth.
doubt that we must not be too proud of what
dent gave a pint on Tuesday. Thursday, he * didn't read the signs.
The foreign ministers of the two countries we have done there because we still have
went again and gave a second donation. I
On one memorable try, the entire walkway did reach agreement, but this is no assurnothing to show for it. To measure the sucdon't know how he slipped by, but I do was covered by a heavy layer of compost. ance that the parliaments of the two councess of Lisbon we must see how it works out
know his reason.
Shortly afterward, another path was started tries will back the ministers. Already the
and not how it was planned.
near the first one. It might be added that
It appears he had no money, needed a
drills and parades were conducted as usual
haircut and five more demerits meant
on the said piece of ground. Also, "Oscar"
room arrest; consequently, he gave blood
remarked that visitors seeing Bowman Field
again and was excused from the afterBy Rembert Stokes
would know Clemson wasn't a one-horse
noon's formations. His only remark was,
town.
"It came out just as easily the second
"In the parlor there sat tnree
The chief objection to avoiding this path He, the little lamp, and she.
time as it did the first." It would seem
lies in the fact that drills and parades are Three's a crowd without a doubt,
justifiable to remove some of this boy's
And so the little lamp went out."
held there. If the cadets can trample the
demerits after these actions.
Back to the return trip. It doesn't matter grass in formation, why can't the students Hickory, dickery, dock,
Two mice ran up the clock.
whether or not Clemson gives the highest walk across it on their way to class?
The clock struck one,
There
is
one
solution
that
hasn't
been
percent contributions. The importance lies
But the other got away.
tried—a concrete sidewalk. Certainly, it
in the good accomplished. American men
Officer: "Are you happy now,
would look neater than the present runare dying because they have lost their blood
that you're at Clemson?"
down roadway. It wouldn't hinder miliin battle. It is for these men that we give
Rat: "Yes, Sir."
tary operations. In fact, it would aid some
our blood. Next time, let's make our goal
#
that Sid Cline had better stay
"Bubba" Snow is just about (if
companies by giving them a stationary
100%, then we'll know no other school can
Officer: "What were you be- away from those girls after taps, not the) most stuck-up thing on
fore
you
came
here?"
or he (Sid) will have too many the campus. Why don't you wise
mark from which they could aline. Anothsurpass us.
demerits to go see the girl he's en- up, bub?
er point in favor of the sidewalk is the
Rat: "Much happier."
BE THERE
gaged to on the week-ends.
—OSCAR SAYS —
students would get muddy from trips on
It's quite apparent the horsehide experts
that you and Doar ought to get
—OSCAR SAYS—
He kissed her in the garden,
rainy days. Likewise, there would be no It was a moonlit night.
will lose several games this year unless some
that Mack Branham is not sat- to know one another better. That
he (Oscar) thinks that you_two
damage to the ground when it was soft She was a marble statue,
miracle, such as "Angels In The Outfield,"
isfied with being sweetheart of CoHe was a little tight.
lumbia College, now he's trying to would become the best of friends.
from rains.
comes along to change early indications. Dur—OSCAR SAYS—
snow the ninth graders of a CoAgainst the construction, there is one main
ing the first three games this year, most of
that you two (Doar and Snow)
Bell Hop: "Did you ring, sir?" lumbia high school.
have a lot in common—conceit.
the spectators left before the game was reason. Clemson does not have adequate
—OSCAR SAYS—
Irate Guest: "No, I was tolling.
—OSCAR SAYS—
over—a few true, blue, "dyed-in-the-wool" grounds for recreational purposes. As a re- I thought you were dead."
that he (Oscar) was glad to see
has anyone ever noticed how
the baseball team come through much Bowman and Milling look
individuals stuck it out until the last strike sult, the field is used as playing grounds for
Little
Willie
fell
into
Annheualike?
against Duke last Saturday.
intramural softball and touch football, ofwas called.
ser Busch and tore his pants to
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR
SAYS—
Granted, no one here likes to s»e Clemten having several games in progress simul- Schlitz. He pockwiched himself
that
he
(Oscar) hears that Junthat the Jr.-Sr. isn't far off, and
son lose; furthermore, it's hard to give
.teneously. Perhaps a walkway wouldn't out and returned a sadder fiudthe troops had best be getting their ior-Senior might be moved to May
16 because of a mess-up by CD A.
moral support to a seemingly lost cause.
interfere with the playing too much, but it weiser Bay. "Pabst so, Pabst dates lined up.
not."
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
On the other hand, this is our team. Were
would create a definite, hazardous condithat it sure would be a shame.
that now that blue slips have It just seems like it goes with
tion.
it of championship caliber, the players
A shoulder strap is a piece of
gone out maybe somebody will Mother's Day.
wouldn't need too much cheering.
The
If it could be arranged to have intramural ribbpn that keeps an attraction
be around on the weekend to give
from, becoming a sensation.
OSCAR SAYS—
time they need us most is when the oppocontests at some other convenient location,
him (Oscar), some writing mathat
Simmons
really pitched a
nents take the lead and command. Then,
it might be a worthwhile move to have a
A party of six entered a night terial.
party at the last dance. Does
—OSCAR SAYS —
club
one
evening.
One
of
the
more than ever, each enthusiast needs to
sidewalk across Bowman Field.
mother know you drink
that the troops sure haven't got your
pretty young women removed her
Walt?
pull for the Tigers harder than before. The
GOODBYE WINTER
wrap and revealed a very low cut anything to be proud about after
—OSCAR SAYS—
second game with Duke illustrates this
Sunday afternoon I passed through sev- gown. Around her neck, she the way they turned out for the
that the Senior Platoon rookies
eial nearby towns. I could not help notic- wore a thin gold chain from blood drive. You've got to do bet- carried things a little too far Fribetter than words.
which hung a tiny gold airplane. ter next week to top our compe- day night.
ing many homes with blooming flowers in One of the young men in the par- tition.
BAD MANNERS
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR BAYS—
Some of the latrines in various buildings the yard. Most of them had thrift, a low ty stared at it so that the girl
that he (Oscar) heard that some
that the rain is really making of the rookies got a little wet
have their walls decorated with the vilest, growing flower with blue and pink blos- finally ased him, "Do you like my
the feathers of these chickens themselves. Ask Butler, Camplittle airplane?"
filthiest, most vulgar expressions and crude soms. A scattering of azaleas and a few lilbell, Morrah, Eskew, Fore, etc.
"As a matter of fact," replied around here shine.
drawing any idiot's mind could possibly con- ies were the only other kinds I recognized. the young man, "I wasn't looking
about it.
. —OSCAR SAY6—OSCAR SAYtS—.
ceive. This moral degradation and display
From the lower part of the state comes at it. I was really admiring the
that "Rat Red" Parrish got what
he deserved for wearing that gold
that it was the first time some
of indecent talent can be from one main the report that dogwood is blooming inland landing field."
braid over in Greenville. Won't of them had had a bath in weeks.
to the sandhills.
Along the coast many
source only—the students themselves.
Then there were the two rab- you ever learn, "B»t?"
Washed some of the "chicken" off.
bits who got lost In the woods
On Sunday, May 11, visitors from the
azaleas are flowering.
—OSCAR SAYS—
, —OSCAR SAYS—
eastern United States will attend Mother's
These flowering plants along with green and had a hareraising experience.
that its too bad you don't have by the way, the "kids" that were
Long around to look after you all throwing the water were LlndDay exercises on this campus. Among
grass, budding trees and warm sunshine tell
Pete: After I fainted they the time, "Red." You really do stedt, Kesler, and Hair.
these will be men and women, mothers
us it won't be long before another summer brought me to; so I fainted again, need a nurse.
—OSCAR SAYS—
that if Seaman 2/e "Stoker"
—OSCAR SAYS—
begins. Clemson men will be able to enjoy
and fathers of Clemson students; they will
Repete: Why?
that some of the "rodents" have Welch doesn't quit breaking into
the many sports and pleasures afforded by
see the results of these thoughtless, illPete: So they would bring me forgotten that a "rat" is the lowest conversations, someone is going to
hot weather.
bred individuals. Even assuming there
creature on the earth.
two more.
cram his slip stick down his throat.

Blood Drive's Goal Will
Receive Another Chance
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Camp Is Honored Guest At Washington Reception

W. B. Camp (left) Class of 1916, resident of Bakersfield, California, was the guest of honor at a reception given recently at the Army and Navy Club in Washington, D. C, by Edgar Morris (right),
Class of 1933. Mr. Camp came east to attend the wedding of his son, Donald, Class of 1948, and
Miss Izetta Agnew. He was accompanied on his trip by Mr. C. A. Melcher (center), vice president, and general manager of the Kern County Land Company, Bakersfield, California, and his wife.
(Rent Photos.)

Mewsbriefs ERQM
Phi Epsilon Sigma
Clemson—Colonel F. E. Cookson
will speak on New Zealand tonight
at the meeting of Phi Epsilon Sigma, the history < club. The meeting will be held at 6:45 in Room
111, Old Chemistry Building. All
members and prospective members are urged to be present.

Co-Op Meet
Columbia—The Clemson Extension Service and the Columbia
Bank of Cooperatives have arranged a state-wide meeting to
be held in Columbia on April 10
to discuss some of the problems of
farm cooperatives, R. D. Speer of
Greenwood, cooperative marketing
specialist, Clemson Extension Service, announced this week.
A number of outstanding national cooperative leaders are expected to take part on the program.

Professor Musser

EVERYWHERE

ASHS Supper
Clemson — The Clemson junior
branch of the American Society of
Horticultural Science will hold its
annual supper at the 'Y' cabin,
Friday night, April 4.
A movie, "How to Grow Azaleas
and Camellias", will be shown after the chicken supper.

M-D-M Club Dance
Clemson—The Marlboro-DillonMarion Club of Clemson recently
announced that its annual Easter
dance will be held in the Dillon
Armory in Dillon on April 11.
Music will be provided by Jack
Blount and his orchestra,• which
features Clemson student Andy
Smalls as vocalist.
There will be a special meeting
of the M-D-M Club on Monday
night, April 7.

F. F. A. Meet
The Clemson Collegiate Chapter of F. F. A. is having a special
meeting Monday, April 7, at 7:00
p. m. The meeting will be held in
the Education (Old Chemistry)
Building. All members are urged
to be present.

Textile Society
To Hear Ball
At Tuesday Meet

The regular meeting of the National Textile Manufacturing Society will be held on Tuesday,
April 8, at 7 p. m. in the textile
school auditorium.
Mr. Rhett Ball, manager of the
Southern Division of Bruce Payne
and Associates, Incorporated, will
be guest speaker. He will speak
on industrial engineering as applied to the textile industry. All
members of the NTMS are urged
Clemson—The Rev. Bryan Cren- to attend this meeting and all texshaw, pastor of the Greer Metho- tile students and faculty are indist Church, spoke at th Wesley vited to attend.
Foundation last night. Mr. Crenshaw is teaching the young poples'
class at the Clemson Area Train- Mr. Park Has Article
ing School now being held at the
Appearing In April
Clemson Methodist Church.

Wesley Foundation

Liberty—Professor A. M. Musser, dpartment head of horticulture at Clemson, will talk on "Care
of Home and Orchards and Commercial Fruit Production in Pickens County" Thursday at 7:30 p.
m. at the Liberty High School Ag- Seabrook Resigns As
ricultural Department Building.
Extension Service
The Liberty Young Farmers As- Radio Specialist
sociation is sponsoring this meetThe resignation of Paul D. Seaing and invites all farmers in the
Liberty community to hear Pro- brook as radio specialist for the
Clemson Extension Service was
fessor Musser's address.
announced this week. Mr. Seabrook on April 1 will become
connected with the Bert S. Gittins
Youngblood Named
Advertising Agency with headquarters in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Chief Of Marketing
In his new capacity he will assist
with the preparation of radio and
For Extension' Service television
programs and farm magAnnouncement has been made azine advertisement material for
the agency which operates on a
by the Clemson Extension Service nation-wide basis.
and the State Agricultural Market- Following his graduation from
ing Commission of the selection Clemson in 1941 he served for five
of James E. Youngblood to be chief years in the armed services beof the Clemson Extension Divi- fore becoming assistant county
sion of Marketing, in addition to agent in Colleton county. He was
his duties as director of the State transferred to Clemson jn 1947
Agricultural Marketing Commis- to become radio specialist and
sion. The position of chief, Exten- since that time has had charge of
sion Division of Marketing, was the "Voice of Clemson" daily live
made vacant through the retire- and weekly transcribed radio proment of T. A. Cole on February 1. grams which are widely used by
Mr. Cole, who retired on account radio stations of the state.
J. Robert Mattison, who. since
of his health, held this position for
1948 has been Clemson extension
many years.
tobacco specialist, has been apMr Youngblood graduated pointed extension radio specialist
from Clemson in 1937 with a de- to succeed Mr. Seabrook. Mr.
gree in horticulture. He has been Mattison, a Clemson graduate in
director of the State Agricul- the cl^ss of 1935, was connected
tural Marketing Commission with the Pee Dee Experiment Stasince It was first organized un- tion at Florence prior to his apder the State Agricultural Mar- pointment as tobacco specialist. As
keting Commission Act of 1948, tobacco specialist he has helped to
Prior to that time he was ex- get Turkish tobacco established in
tension marketing specialist the Piedmont section of the state.
working closely with Mr, Cole in
extension marketing work.

Issue 'Women's Day'
An article by Eugene Park, assistant professor of mathematics
at Clemson, appears in the April
issue of Woman's Day. The humorous article, entitled "Aquarius,
I Love You," is a fictitious character sketch containing about two
thousand words.
The selection is not Mr. Park's
first contribution to nationallydistributed magazines, as many
publications, including Your Life,
Home Life, Profitable Hobbies,
Boys' Life, Life Today, and The
American Magazine, have published his various short articles, puzzles, and quizzes.
When you're buying canned
tuna, you don't need to be puzzled
by the difference in labels. The
U. S. Department "of Food and
Drugs and the tuna Industry have
set definite standards: "Fancy
Solid Pack" describes choice cuts
of cooked tuna—large pieces, with

THE HOUSE
OF
BLUE LIGHTS

150 College And University Business
Officials To Meet Here This Week-End

Lt. Col. Cochran
Is Enroure To
European Post'

A full program awaits the 150
college business officials who are
expected to attend the 24th annual
conference of the Southern Association of College and University
Business Officials which opens
here Thursday night and runs
through Saturday morning.
Present for the affair will be
men and women who control the
purse-strings of private and stateowned colleges and universities
from Virginia.to Texas. Speakers
on the program include representatives from industry, government,
and professional associations as
well as education. The Clemson
House will serve as conference
headquarters.
The conference will begin on
Thursday evening: at 8:30 in the
lounge of the Clemson House
with an informal reception for
the delegates and their wives
with Mrs. K. R. Helton in
charge. From 8:30 to 9:00 on
Friday morning registration will
be underway in the lobby under
the direction of J. S. Walker,
cashier in the Clemson Treasurer's Office, and John A. Clack,
business manager of East Tennessee State College.
At 9:15 the conference will be
called to order in the auditorium
of the new chemistry building by
the first vice-president of the association, Frank D. Peterson,
comptroller of the University of
Kentucky. This morning session
will be presided over by J. C.
Burton, president of Howard College.
Clemson's president, Dr. R. F.
Poole, will welcome the group on
behalf of the college. The presidential address will be delivered
by Miss Gladys Barger, treasurer
of Lenoir Rhyne College. Dwayne
Orton, director of education for
the International Business Machines Corporation of New York,
will then give a talk entitled,
"New Developments in the Field
of Higher Education."
The second morning session,
presided over by C. W. Hayes, director of purchases at Emory University, will begin at 10:50 a. m.
with a speech, "New Developments
in the Materials Control Field," by
Bert C. Ahrens, executive secretary of the National Association
of Educational Buyers and chairman of the Joint Priority Committee of the NAEB and the National
Federation of College and University Business Officer Associations.
William S. Price, general manMtpp of the Educational and Institutional Cooperative Service,
will then speak on "Purchasing
Ingenuity in Times of Shortage
and How Your I & E Coop Can
Serve You." Luncheon in the
college mess hall will follow at
12:10. p. m.
The afternoon meeting will begin at 1:40 p. m. with George F.
Baughman, business manager of
the University of Florida, presiding. The "College Student and

Lieutenant Colonel John W.
Cochran of Clemson is enroute to
a new assignment in Europe. Mrs.
Cochran, who resides in Columbia, «.said "that the colonel in a
telephone conversation reported he
was scheduled to leave Westovsetts for Frankfort, Germany, on
last Wednesday.
Colonel Cochran's last assignment was as post special Services
officer at Fort Jackson. Before
going overseas, he took a special
field officer's infantry course at
Fort Benning, Georgia.
Recalled to active duty in July
1951, the colonel fought in Europe during World War It
Among his decorations, he wears
the Purple Heart and the Combat Infantryman Badge.
Before his recall to the army,
the colonel and Mrs. Cochran
lived on their farm outside Clemson. Mrs. Cochran, the former
Rhetta Rogers of Seneca, hopes to
join her husband with their son
at the end of the present school
year.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
B. Cochran of Clemson, Colonel
Cochran-is a graduate of CalhounClemson High School and in 1931
graduated from Clemson College
with a bachelor of science degree.

one of two sinall pieces to bring
the contents to the required
weight. "Standard" describes the
balance of the catch, with not
more than 25 per cent flakes.
"Flakes" are pieces of the same
tuna broken during the canning
process.

Faculty Housing Loan Program"
will be discussed by Dr. George C.
Decker, chief of the College
Housing Loan Program, Office of
Education, Federal Security Agent,
and Jay DuVon, program consultant of the College Housing Program, Housing and Home Finance
Agency, both of Washington.
William E. Elmore, auditor of
the University of Florida, will
analyze "Cost Accounting Problems in the College and University," after which the session will
be brought to a close and the delegates will be taken on a guided
tour of the Clemson campus.
At 8 p. m. a banquet presided
over by President Barger will be
held in the Saber Room of the
Clemson House. The featured
speaker will be John D. Lane, professor of English at Clemson, Following the banquet a*n informal
get-together will take place in the
Tiger Tavern.
SACUBO sessions will begin
again at 9 a. m. Saturday with J.
G. Burton, business manager of
Howard College, presiding. A report on the National Federation of
College and University Business
Officers Associations will be given
by its president, Jamie R. Anthony,
comptroller of Georgia Tech.
Grandville K. Thompson, specialist for Business management, Office of Education, Federal Security
Administration, will give an up-todate picture of the Washington
scene which will be followed by a
general problems clinic and a business meeting before final ad-,
journment at 12:30 p. m.
Entertainment will be provided for the wives of the delegates including a special tour of
the John C. Calhoun Mansion
conducted by Mrs. Frank Dargan, past president of the South
Carolina Division of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy.
Clemson treasurer A. J. Brown
is serving as general chairman for
the conference. His committee
chairmen include internal auditor
K. R. Helton, banquet and entertainment; cashier J. S. Walker,
registration; accountant T. N. Hinton, publicity; housing manager H.
H. Hill, transportation; and Mrs.
K. R. Helton, ladies entertainment.

Dr. Hunter
Attends Meeting
In Mississippi

408 N. MAIN STREET

Andersen, S. C. - Seneca, S. C.
Phone 406

Phone 740

Easter hoiliadys will begin on
Thursday at noon, April 10, and
will continue until 10 p. m. MonThe Clemson Aero Club will day, April 14, according to inforhave as a guest speaker on Thurs- mation received from Mr. G. E.
day, April 17, Mr. Longiway of Co- Metz, Registrar.
lumbia and other district officials
of the Civil Aeronautics Authority, contact T. R. Hawkins in 3B-21.
Specializing in
who will speak concerning the Members who wish to fly are reHOT DOGS
flying situation today. Mr. Long- minded to sign the appointment
AND HAMBURGERS
iway will discuss flying under the book in the guardroom previous to
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.
H-bomb Plant rules and the im- flying.
portance of obeying CAA regulations. The time and the place
The Home of
of the meeting will be announced
Brand New Merchandise
at a later date. Club officials
invite all persons interested in ARROW SHIRTS
STETSON HATS
flying to be present.
INTERWOVEN SOX - MICHAELS-STERN SUITS
Five new members were recently taken into the club. They
JANTZEN SWEATERS
are: F. L. Hill, R. F. Walker, W.
B. Townsend, C. E. Bishop, and
W. H. Jones.

STEWART - MERITT CO.
201 North Main Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Best^company

Now Private Club
Membership $2.00 Per Year
—Dance' Friday and Saturday
nights with best colored orchestra in land. Clemson -tudents
specially Invited.

%e amazing height

<ffCEa$ter^ bonnet

eWrk%pt..

oEBemiiigtDnlen/

Below Fairgrounds

ANDERSON, S. C.

Remington Feeny'i money went to his feet.
Being extremely cautious, he hid his money in
his shoes so he could always keep it with him.
By the time he was 48, he was nine feet tall.
Money can be used to grow on, but not necessarily by Mr. Feeny's method. For instance,
more than 1,100,000 people have shown their
faith in the future of the Bell Telephone System
by investing their money in it. About one-fifth
of them are Bell employees who bought stock
through a payroll savings plan.

fxtra soft, superabsorbent. In white
or assorted colors.

«" Get mldy for Easter with 'Arrow Shirts in white,

As Advertised in

JEWELERS

No TIGER Next Week

I

solid colon, and pattern, and Arrow Ties.

McLEES BROS.

Longiway To Speak
At Aerq Club Meet

ANDERSON, S. C.

Lenox China

Lines,

Lily Pons (above) will present the last concert of the year when
she sings April 15 in the Field House.

Because of Easter holidays, there
will be no TIGER next week. The
next issue of THE TIGER will appear Thursday, April 17.

Heating and Air Conditioning

Barton Sterling

Advertised Quality

Thursday, April 10

BILL MARTIN HEATING CO.

Towle, Reed and

Many Other Nationally

Easter Holidays Begin

Dr. Howard L. Hunter, dean of
the school of chemistry at Clemson, attended a meeting of the
University-Agency Relations Committee of the Southern Regional
Members are admitted into the
Education Board held at the Uniclub
by buying shares in the
versity of Mississippi in Oxford
last Monday through Wednesday. plane. Interested persons should
Last week Dr. Hunter attended
the National Conference of the
American Chemical Society held
in Buffalo, New York. Dean Hunter attended the conference in a
dual capacity, representing the
Western Carolinas Section of the
Society of which he is councilor,
as well as Clemson. The American Chemical Society represents
chemistry in all of its many phases
in education, industry, and government.

Mr. Youngblood began his agricultural extension experience as
assistant county agent in Charleston County and was later county
agent in Beaufort County, from
which position he was transferred
to the extension marketing office
in Columbia. He is well qualified
by his training and experience to
lead in the cooperative extension
program in marketing.

and

rage 3

LIFE • LOOK • POST • COLLIER'S • COUNTRY GENTLEMAN

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

• MitNMWKttUM

Your College Headquarters
«MM»

It takes both money and people to keep the
Bell System growing and improving to meet
our country's telephone needs. That's why college men with the right qualifications can find
interesting opportunities with us^in engineering, research, operating and administration.
Your campus placement office will be glad
to give you more information.

®
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Tigers Split With Duke; Wallop Davidson 21-5
Knoebel Leads Tigers To First

Tiger Thinclads To Meet Carolina Here Saturday Afternoon

Win Of Seas.on; Drop Opener 14-8

Racketmen To Play Richardson, Erwin, Gaskins To
Erskine Tomorrow Be Tig Threats In Opening Meet
Afternoon There

After dropping their first two games of the season to
Michigan State, the Tiger baseball squad met the Duke Blue
Devils in a two-game stand last week-end. Clemson came
out on the short end of a 15-8 score in Friday afternoon's game
with last year's Southern Conference Champions but came
back with the determination to go ahead and beat the Blue
Devils in the Saturday afternoon game by the score of 10-9.
In the Friday afternoon contest, Duke belted four Clemson (First game)
hurlers for 20 safeties in a three Duke
AB R H A
hour and 16 minute battle. Al- Cavaliere, cf
3 2 1 0
Carroll, cf __
1 0 0 0
Clemson's baseball team de- Groat, ss
6 2 31
feated the Davidson College Werber, lb
5 2 3 0
team yesterday Afternoon by Clapp, If
.
3 0 2 1
the score of 21-5. J. C. Hicks, Smith, If
2 1 1 0
J 2 1 0
who pitched for five innings, Donogan, 3b
5 2 1 3
allowed only six hits, while the Lea, 2b
5 2 3 1
Tiger batters were collecting Tarr, c
0 0 0 0
twenty-two. Both teams made Denny, c
Ward, p
2 0 1 0
six errors.
'.
0 0 0 0
The leading hitters for Clem- Parker, p
1 0 1.0
son were: Murray, with three Goodman, p
hits in five times at bat; Coker, Leis, p
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
witt three for four; Morris, with a-Wild
three for four; Knoebel, with b-Rodio
1 0 1 0
four for four; Gaines, with two
46 14 20 6
for three: Evans, with two for Totals
three, and Evans, with two for
AB R
four, Including a home run. CLEMSON
_ 4 0
Kingsmore also hit a four-bag- Murray, lb
5
1
ger.
Coker, 2b
4
2
Hicks was the winning pitch- Morris, 3b
3
3
er; Smith the loser.
Knoebel, cf —
.__2 1
Coach Bob Smith used twen- Hines, If
ty-five players in the game.
Gaines, rf
3 1
The scoring:
Kingsmore, rf
1 0
Clemson
023 1221 Olx Speares, ss
3 0
Davidson
100 300 010 Evans, ss
1 0
M'Laurin, c
3 0
2 0
though the visitors were forced to Smith, c
1 0
use four pitchers also, the Tiger Baker, p
1 0
batsmen were only able to garner Crosland, p
Saylors, p
0 0
nine hits.
1 0
Duke pushed across two runs in Hall, p
1 0
the opening inning to begin their c-Smith
1 0
scoring for the afternoon. Clem- d-Herlong
1 0
son fought back and scored four. e-Mitchell
0 0
However, the Devils were not to f-Templeton
be denied and came back with
37 8 9 9
three more tallies in the second. Totals
At the end of five innings and the
a—Flied out for Parker in 1st.
score tied at 7 all, Duke again b—Singled for Ward in 6th.
began to display their power at c—Struck out for Speares in 7th.
the plate as they gathered 3 runs d—Flied out for Baker in 5th.
in the top of the sixth, and added e—Struck out for McLaurin in 7th.
4 more in the seventh to com- f—Ran for Kingsmore in 9th.
plete their scoring.
Duke
231 103 400—14 20 4
Charlie Hall, freshman hurler
for the Tigers, came into the
game with two out in the seventh
to hold the Duke team scoreless
the rest of the game. Hall allowed only one hit while walking three men and striking out
three in the 2 and 1-3 innings
that he pitched.
Dick Groat, Bill Werber, and
Jack Tarr, led the hitting for the
Blue Devils as they each collected
three hits for the afternoon.
Roger Gaines, and Knobby
Knoebel headed the batting for the
Tigers as they collected two hits
each in three times at bat. Roger
drove in four of the Tiger runs
with two sharp singles to right
field.
In Saturday afternoon's game,
Tiger bats began to boom as
they clouted 13 hits off two
Duke pitchers to account for the
10-9 beating they handed the
Duke squad in collecting their
first win of the season.
Duke had a two run lead going
into the bottom of the seventh.
Tiger second baseman Roy Coker
got a single followed by one base
blow by third baseman Wyman
Morris which moved Coker to
third. The Tigers then moved
ahead in the ball game as centerfielder Knobby Knoebel lifted his
first homer of the afternoon over
the left field driving in three
Tiger tallies to put the Clemson
team ahead by the score of 6-5.
Duke moved back into the lead
in the eighth inning as they scored
4 runs off two walks, an error, and
a bases loaded homer by Duke
centerfielder, CarroU.
J. C. Hicks then came into the
game in a beautiful relief role to
keep the Blue Devils in check the
remaining 1 2-3 innings as he retired the side in the ninth inning
three up and three down.
Five singles in the bottom of
the eighth inning put the Tigers
ahead as they accounted for four
Clemson runs.
Kr.fbby Knoebel was definitely the hitting star of the
afternoon as he drove in seven
Clemson runs In collecting 2
four-baggers and a single in four
times at bat.
Duke's centerfielder, Carroll, led
the hitting for the visitors as he
had three hits in five times at bat,
one of his hits being a four run
homer.
Drake's will set the pace In
—STYLE
—QUALITY
—REASONABLE PRICES
Featuring "McGregor" among
our many famous name brands
of merchandise.

Clemson _ _ 401 020 100— 8

8 2

E-Carroll, Johnson,
Werber,
Lea, Speares, Baker, RBI—Johnson, Groat 2, Werber, Clapp, Lea,
Tarr 3, Wild, Smith, Knoebel,
Hines, Gaines 4, Speares 2. 2B—
Donigan, Tarr, Johnson, Goodman,
Knoebel. Speares. 3B — Tarr,
Smith. HR—Lea. SB—Werber 4,
Groat 2, Smith. Left—Duke 15,
Clemson 10. BB—Baker 3, Crosland 4, Hall 3, Ward 2, Goodman
4, Lewis 1. SO—Ward 1, Lewis 6,
Baker 1, Crosland 3, Hall 3. Winner—Goodman. Loser—Crosland.
T—3:16.
/
(Second Game)
DUKE
Carroll, cf
.,
Johnson, rf
Groat, ss_
Werber, lb
Clapp, 11
Donigan, 3b
Lea, 2b
Tarr, c
Davis, p
Hannel, p
Denny, c
a-Hoppe
b-Smith

Totals

AB
5
4
4
5
2
5
3
0
0
3
4
0
1

R
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

36

9

H A
3 0
1 0
24
1 0
0 0
0 1
1 2
0 0
0. 0
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
8

a—Walked for Hannel in eighth
b—Flied out for Clapp in ninth

9

The Clemson tennis team travel
to Erskine tomorrow afternoon in
their second match of the season.
The racket men played Furman
yesterday, but the results of the
match were not available at press
time.
A schedule match with Sewanee
last Monday was rained out. Bad
weather has greatly badly hampered team practice this season.
Coach Hoke Sloan said that it
would probably be next week before he could tell a great deal
about the team.

Third baseman Wyman Morris slides into third base safely in the'second game of the. week-end series with Duke. Morris went from second to third on a passed ball. Duke third baseman Donni gan is attempting to make the tag. Clemson evened the two-game series at one game apiece with
a 10-9 win Saturday. (TIGER Staff Photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Clemson Linksfers
Lose Match, 7-11r To
Furman At Boscobel
In its third match of the season which was played last Wednesday on the Boscobel links, the
Clemson golf team was edged by
the Furman linksters 7-11.
Dan Marshall of Furman was
meadlest with a score of 75, and
Dick James was medlest of the
Clemson team with a score of 76.

Duke shortstop Dick Groat, is shown as he is being tagged out
in a futile slide into second by second baseman Coker in the second game with the Blue Devils Saturday afternoon. The Tigers
won the game 10-9. (Staff photo by Jack Trimmier).

Golf And Tennis
Now Offered As
Intramural Sports
In addition to the softball program, that is encountering seme
difficulty on account of rain, two
other sports have been started.
This week announcements about
golf and tennis have been posted
around the barracks. The golf
will be played at Boscobel where
students are given special rates
to play.
Mr. J. R. Cooper emphasized
that golf is one sport everyone
should play because the student
can still be playing golf after he
ceases to participate in football,
basketball or baseball. On the
golf course one finds some of the
best sportsmen. Particiuants don't
have to be Sam Sneads to play
in the intramural tournament. So,
why not give it a try? Players
will be put into flights according
to their ability.

CLEMSON
AB R H
The other sport,' tennis, is also
underway. The six courts on
Murray, lb
4 1 1
Rigg's Field are available to stuCoker, 2b
5 2 3
dents who are not on the college
Morris, 3b
5 3 2
Knoebel, cf
4 3 3
tennis team. Students are urged
to arrange games with their roomKingsmore, If
5 0 2
mates or other students and play
Gaines, rf
4 0 0
for the fun and exercise.
Speares, ss
4 0 1
The list for players in golf and
Smith, c
1 1 1
tennis is at the "Y" desk. Go bv
Hicks, p
1 0 0
this week and sign up so you can
McLaurin, c
2 0 0
be scheduled to play. Golfers wai
OTDelL p
2 0 0
play 18 holes for medal score to
f-Hines
1 0 0
38 10 13
determine, the flight in which they
Totals
f—Struck out for McLaurin in play. Tennis players will be scheduled in a round robin series.
sixth
Drawings will then be made be104 000 040— 9 8
Duke
Clemson _ 201 000 340—10 13
fore the tournament.

Chapel Hill, N. C.—A new addition to the University of North
Carolina's 1952 Lacrosse slate is
the Norfolk Naval Air Station.
The fliers come here for matches
April 12 and April 26.

For Good Eating

ANYTIME
Clemson Cafeterja
Y. M. C. A. Building

This is the last week Clemson
students have a chance to win free
cigarettes from Chesterfiels campus representative Gordon "Nap"
Thurston.
"It's a CHESTER-FACT" is the
name of the contest which provides a free pack of Chesterfields
if you know the answer and you
are carrying a pack of Chesterfields when Mr. ABC asks you,
"Do you know Chester-fact?" You
can win two free packs if you can
state the Chester-fact verbatim
and happen to be smoking a Chesterfield from your own pack.
Mr. ABC will approach students
at random. The answer to the
Chester-fact will be announced on
the bulletiin board by the Juice
Shop.

SOUTHERN STYLE HOME COOKING
Quick Service
Reasonable Prices
Open to Public
7 A.M.

10 P.M.

SEE THE NEW PALM PEACH SUITS, SLACKS AND
WHITE FORMALS AT

HOKE SLOAN
Jantzen Bathing Suits

Short Orders

Broad jump—Fabian,
Thomas.

George,

TRADE AT

ABBOTT'S MEN'S SHOP
ANNOUNCING THE ARRIVAL OF OUR SUMMER,
MERCHANDISE
Palm Beach Suit
Manhattan Shirts
Tee Shirts
•
Summer Sport Coats
Summer Slacks
Short Sleeve Shirts _
Swim Suits
Other Summer Suits

$28.95 and $29.95
$2.95 to $5.95
$1.95 to $3.95
$16.95 to $35.00
_ $5.95 to $12.95
_ $1.95 to $4.95
_ $2.45 to $5.95
$29.95 to $55.00

£50^
-flMOtfS

CLEMSON

Mint

SENECA

itioP

Where Quality is the By-word

about cigarette irritation
...
and
only
PHILIP MORRIS
Philip Morris... is entirely free of
a source of irritation used in all
other leading cigarettes!

Because He Flanked The Finger-Nail Test

smxrsMotam
'

""
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PHILIP MORRIS gives you
MORE SMOKING PLEASURE
than any other leading brand.
Y*S-YOU'LL BE GLAD TOMORROW,
YOU SMOKED PHILIP MORRIS TODAYI

^

mc,

$
"Take yo«r hat 'n goat and, scr-r-ram!" Sheedy's girl said. "I
•won't give you a date, but your hair sure gives me a billy-laugh!"
But-but-btit-" he butted. Said she,"Haven't you herd of Wildroot
Cream-Oil? For well-groomed hair it can't be bleat! Nonalcoholic Contains Lanolin. Helps you pass the Finger-Nail
Test. Relieves dryness. Removes loose dandruff." So Sheedy got
Wildroot Cream-Oil and now every gal wants to horn in on his
time! Better milk 29* out of your roommate and hoof it to the
nearest drug or toilet goods counter. Buy Wildroot Cream-Oil,
America's favorite hair tonic And ask for it on your hair next
time you goat to your favorite barber shop. Then no other goat
will get your nanny!
* oflHSo. Harris HMRd.,Tfrilliamsvme, N. Y.

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE

1

STOP
WORRYING

Try Our
Seafood
Chicken

Richardson.
2 mile—Erwin, Counts, Smith.
220—Freret, Joye, Whitten.
220 low hurdles—Revell, Radcliff.
Relay—(George, Buck, Lorelle,
Doad).
Discus—Gaskins, Hodges, Ev~

J. Paul Sheedy* Switched lo Wildroot Cream-Oil

108 N. Main Street
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS
Greenville
South Carolina

Steaks

Shot put—Gaskins, Radcliff,
DiMucci.
High jump—Gaskins, Slattery,
Richardson.
One mile—Cason, Ryan, Shane.
440—George, Buck, Lorelle.
100—Freret, Joye, Cook.
880—Cason, Froelich, Salley.
120 high hurdles — Slattery,

Clemson, S. C.

STONE BROTHERS

DRAKE'S
Next to
Center Theater
GREENVILLE. S. C.

NEW ADDITION-*

Results:
James (C) defeated King, 3-0
Marshall (F) defeated Allison,
2-1
James and Allison (C) defeated
Marshall and King, 2-1
Mahon (F) defeated Lawson
(C), 2-1
McClain (F) defeated Johnson,
3-0
Mahon and McClain (F) defeated Lawson and Johnson, 3-0.

Students May Win
Free Cigarettes In
Chesterfield Contest

The Tiger thinclads will take on
the South Carolina trackmen here
this Saturday afternoon in the
first meet of the year for the two
teams. Field .events will start at
2 o'clock and track events' at
2:30.
Coach Rock Norman is counting on veterans such as Otto
Freudenberger, ,Dreher Gaskins,
Jack Slattery, Ron Richardson,
and C. Cason to carry the Tigers
to a win over the Birds.
Bad weather has plagued the
runners this week, but Coach
Norman said that the team should
make a fair showing Saturday.
The entries for the meet here
are listed below:
Polt vault—Fain, Folger, Cochran.'
Javelin — Freudenb«rger,
George, Evans.

I&&&

Wildroot Company, Inc, Buffalo 11, N. Y. fr^Ti^^L

7£s£

You'll love

"I LOVE LUCY"
starring
LUCILLE BALL end DESI ARNAZ
The new TV laugh riot over CBS
i

i
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CALL
FOR

PHILIP MORRIS
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Tigers Invade Carolina Friday For Two Games
Review Of Air Force
51-52 ROTC Rifle Team
The Air Force ROTC rifle team got off to a late start for the 51-52
season due to unavoidable circumstances. Seventy students turned
out to compete for a position. Of this 70, all were new except Edward E. Jones and John C. Leysath. These two aided Sgt. Marinello
in preliminary training of the candidates on rifle marksmanship.
Following the two weeks of preliminary training the candidates turned in a record target which was fired in each of the four positions.
This helped to eliminate about fifty per cent of the group. During
the next two weeks the group was trimmed to fourteen high scorers.

By Harold Owen
BASEBALL TEAM HAS ROUGH WEEK AHEAD
, After gaining a split with the tough Blue Devils from
Duke the Tiger baseball nine will have more crucial tests
this weekend and next week with two games with South
Carolina in Columbia tomorrow and Saturday and contests
with Wake Forest, Furman and Davidson next week.
Coach Smith's chargers looked improved in the Duke
games as compared with their play against Michigan State.
Centerfieldcr Knobby Knoebel make* the final turn at third base
The pitching staff is still a little shaky but the tossers them- and
heads home after rapping his second home run of the game
and the season Saturday against Duke. Knoebel led the Tigers
selves possess a great deal of talent and should round into
at bat with two home runs and a single, all good for seven runs,
in their first win. (TIGER Staff Photo by Jack Trimmier.)
form before the season progresses very far.
Any pitcher on the team is capable of hurling a tight nine MEET YOUR TEAM *
inning game but rainy weather for the large part kepj; the
hurlers from getting into top shape.
Knobby Knobel seemed to find his batting eye in
the Duke game as he practically defeated the Blue Devils
singlehandedly with 2 homers and 7 RBI's. Third
baseman Wyman Morris is also developing into an out*
standing slugger.
If the Tigers can defeat the Gamecocks this weekend
they could be well on their way to another Southern Conference championship.
The Gamecocks have only one regular returning from
last year's team but they are boasting several outstanding
freshmen. Third baseman Billy Stephens is the only returnee.
Roby Crouch who was injured in Friday's game with
Duke should be ready to go against South Carolina this
weekend. Joe Murray, his replacement, played remarkably
at the initial sack.
TWO TIGER GBADS NOW COACHING AT CITADEL
Carl Pulkinen and Bruce Lynch, two Clemson graduates
and former track stars, will coach the Citadel thinclads this
season.
This will be Pulkinen's first coaching job. He will handle
the runners while Lynch will coach the field men.
Carl was graduated from Clemson in 1949 where he
participated in track events in his four years here. He
ran the middle distance, the one quarter mile, one half
mile, and one mile runs.
He was captain of the team in 1949. He won the one
mile and one half mile in the state and placed in the Southern Conference meets in both 1948 and 1949.
Lynch graduated in 1948. While a member of. the track
team he participated in the high jump, the broad jump and
also threw the javelin. He placed in the broad jump in the
Southern Conference in '48.
They should make Citadel great coaches not because
they graduated from Clemson but because of their outstand. ing ability.
GOLF, SOFTBALL, TENNIS ON
INTRAMURAL PROGRAM
We'd like to urge the students to participate in the in-,
traraural program this spring. The activities are the most
varied of the year with tennis, softball, and golf on the agenda for the coming weeks.
The response to the intramural sports has been good so
far this year but with such individual sports as tennis and
golf now being started the participation should be even
greater.

By Carroll Moore
Perhaps the most counted upon
player on this season's Clemson
College baseball squad is Fred
"Knobby" Knoebel. In the first
four games of this season, Knobby
has displayed a style of playing
that could easily gain for him
All-State and All-Southern honors.
Knobby has been a stalwart for
the Tiger baseball nine for the
past two years and this season,
with all positions except two being
manned by new and inexperienced
men, he is going to be counted
on as a leader as well as for his
smooth fielding and excellent hitting ability.
The six foot, 180 pound senior
hails from West Orange, New Jersey, where he made quite a name
for himself in high school athletics
participating in three major sports,
baseball, football, and basketball.
The likeable senior is majoring in
textile manufacturing and expects
to graduate in February, 1953.
Besides being a mainstay on the
baseball team for the Tigers for
the past two seasons, he has also
been a defensive star on the Bengal's football eleven for two years
where he played the defensive left
half position and was noted as one
of the best pass defenders in the
state. His services are going to
be counted on heavily next season
on the Tiger eleven when Clemson
meets one of their roughest schedules they have faced in many
seasons.
During Fred's sophomore season in baseball here at Clemson
he was named to the AH-State
and All-Southern squads. Last
season he was again named for
All-State honors. The speedy
Tiger outfielder batted .328
during his first season on the
varsity to end the season second
in the individual batting race.
Last season he upped his batting
average to the .352 mark to come
in third in individual batting.
Knobby stated that he, hopes to
up his batting average even more
this season and with the start that
he has gotten 'in the first fWr
games, he looks as if he is going
to do just that.
So far this season Fred has apWHEN IN ANDERSON
STOP iT

DO-NUT
DINETTE
North Main Street
Owned and operated by Larry
Stanley, former Clemson man.
SANDWICHES

Open Until t A. M.

THINCLADS MEET CAROLINA

SKELTON SERVICE STATION
GULF PRODUCTS

By being outstanding in two of
Clemson's major sports, football
and baseball, Knobby has proved
himself to be one of Clemson's
most versatile athletes.

DAVENPORT'S
South's finest university
shops.

Leading the attack for the
Tigers will be centerfielder
Knobby Knoebel and thirdbase-

man Wyman Morris. The rest
of the lineup will probably be
as follows: McLaurin catching,
Crouch at first, Coker at second,
Speares at short, Kingsmore In
leftfield, and Gaines In rightfield.
The starting pitcher for the
Tigers will be between O'DelL
Baker, and Saylors. Coach Smith's
squad is also full of inexperienced
players with Knoebel, Crouch, and
Baker the only returnees from last
year's nine.
Clemson and Carolina have each
played four games with a two
game series with the same two
teams and the comparative scores
do not show much. Michigan"
State wone two from Clemson,
while splitting with Carolina, and
Duke won two from Carolina,
while splitting with Clemson. The
two teams will meet again at.
Clemson with games scheduled
for the ninth and tenth of May.
Fortune tellers of old used the
seeds of date palms to make a
magic drink guaranteed to drive
away ill fortune. Fanny Farmer
concocts a different kind of magic
with dates when they dip them
in chocolate to make delicious candies.

Sporting Goods'

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S.C

TIGER TAVERN
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
NOW OPEN ALL DAY
Hours: 9 a. m. Til Midnight
OPEN ON THURSDAYS
Will Be Open Late For All Dances

Be Happy-GO LUCKY!
sefcoot;

Clemson men are always
welcome at one of the

The Clemson baseballers will
journey to Columbia tomorrow to
meet the South Carolina Gamecocks in the initial game of the
season between these two teams.
After a second game to be played
Saturday, the Tigers will journey
back to Clemson to get ready for
the Wake Forest invasion of Tigertown next Monday and Tuesday. The rivalry between Carolina and Clemson is just as strong
in baseball as it is in football
and these games should prove to
be thrillers as usual.
The lineup that Coach Ted Petosky is now experimenting with
is full of newcomers to college
baseball. The only returnee from
las£ year's Gamecock squad is
thirdbaseman Billy Stephens.
Among the rookies are four
freshmen which include catcher
Emmett Ditez, shortstop Tom Hofforth, and outfielders Haynie
Floyd and-Jimmy Fraser. At first
will probably be Jimmy Cox, while
Al Spotts will be at second. Both
of these men are sophomores.
The other outfield position will
not be known until gametime because Coach Petosky has about
three players to fill the right field
position. Rawl or Tunstall will
probably start on the mound
against the Tigers.
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In a cigarette/ taste
makes the difference —
and Luckies taste better!

Key»*oft8j

Come in to shop or
just to look around.

DAVENPORT'S
207 N. Main Street
GREENVILLE

Clemson Theatre
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, 4 & 5

An American In
Paris
With Gene Kelly, Leslie Caron, Oscar Levant, Georges
Guetary.
M-G-M's Technicolor spectacle. The musical story of an
ex-G. I. in the city of romance.
LATE SHOW SAT. 10:30

Jungle Headhunrers

LAST
CHANCE!
SELECT
YOUR
EASTER
OUTFIT

NOW
AT

ESQUIRE
Let Us Service Your Car for Those Week-end Trips Home.

Of the three shoulder matches fired, one was fired with the Clemson Army ROTC rifle team and the other two were fired with the
University of Georgia on a home and home basis. The Air Force
team lost all three of these matches. By mid February the team had
completed the four week phase of firing for the 14th Air Force Area
intercollegiate competition. The Clemson team finished eleventh
peared at the plate 13 times and among the 34 teams competing. The Air Force team also entered
has collected 6 hits for an average two teams in the Hearst Trophy matches. Each team contained five
of .461. Two of Knobby's safeties men, and the results of this match have not been released as yet.
All members of the team will receive keys, and the following
were of the four bagger variety.
will receive sweaters and letters: Ed Jones, David Craig, John
Both of the homers coming in last men
Moore, John Leysath, T. W. Malphrus, Jack Gregg, Claude Goodlett,
Saturday afternoon's game with Julian Currie, William Kinard, and Carroll Smith. Donald Lidke
Duke when Knobby was credited finished in seventh place on the team standings but is not qualified
for a sweater and letter because he is a freshman. Five metals will
with 7 runs batted in. He has also be awarded to the following: Ed Jones for average high score,
scored 6 runs himself in the four David Craig as runner-up, John Leysath as prone high scorer, with
Moore as runner-up. Also to Ed Jones for high scorer from the
games played. He is credited with John
sitting and kneeling position and Leysath and Moore were runner13 total bases in 13 trips to the ups, and to David Craig for standing high scorer with Moore as the
plate this season which gives him runner-up.
a slugging average on an even
Capt. William S. Connolly, team coach, and T/Sgt. F. D. Mari1000. Besides playing excellent nelle, assistant coach, have instituted a spring training program for
the candidates of the 52-53 teams. This program is in full swing
ball at the plate, the roving cen- with the able assistance of the entire team from the 'previous season.
terfielder has also been display- The training will last one month and consist of thirty hours of preing beautiful defensive play in liminary rifle marksmanship and exercises in range firing.
gaming credit for 13 put-outs
Twenty-four new candidates have already turned out and more
without a single flaw afield.
are expected. The two final weeks of training will consist of actual
When asked about this year's range firing to determine the top fifteen men to compete with last
Bengal squad in comparison year's tarn for the fifteen positions on th 52-53 team.
with the past two seasons KnobNext season the team will have twelve postal matches and
by stated that this year's team twelve shoulder matches. The team is planning to enter three fivewas not as strong in experience men teams for the Hearst Trophy competition next season.
as in years past but they were
Th team members wish to take this time to express their thanks
working hard and had the will- and appreciation to Colonel John B. F. Dice and the entire Air Force
ingness to learn and they should Staff for their help and support of the team throughout the entire
improve as the season progresses. season.

Knobley Knoebel

DO-NUTS '

The Tiger track team will have a chance to show their
stuff Saturday when they engage the South Carolina Gamecocks. That old man weather hasn't been too kind to the
tracksters so far this season as he has been letting his little
white clouds cry too much to suit Coach Norman and his runners.
But with a change in the weather Coach Norman felt
that the team should come around and make a good showing
this year.
Charles Cason was elected captain of the team for the
coming season. Cason runs the mile and 880.
Coach Norman also wished to ask the spectators to
please not crowd the track so the runners would have a good
chance to run.

The fourteen members elected Edward Jones and John Leysath
as co-captains. The team had 23 postal matches and three shoulder
matches scheduled. The results of the postal matches for the season
were not too good for the Clemson musketmen, but it must be remembered that a postal match is not a fair comparison of two teams.
The results are as follows:
Opponent
Score
Clemson
University of Connecticutt
1757
Forfeit
University of Mississippi
1647
Forfeit
Ohio Wesleyan
,
'
1784
Forfeit
Notre Dame
.
1910
1781
University of Wisconsin
1852
1775
University of Georgia
1822
1775
University of Kansas
1904
1775
Georgia Tech ^
1883
1785
V. M. I
1814
1785
Yale
1374
1319
University of Pennsylvania
!
1817
1796
Iowa State
1902
1796
Alabama
1806
1792
Texas A & M
1895
1792
Missouri
'
1812
1792
V. P. I.
1779
1821
Tennessee
,1900
1770
Kansas State
.1886
1814
University of Illinois
.1887
1814
North Carolina
.17971797
East. Carolina Teachers
.1782
1814
Miami
—1876
1773
Duke .
.1716
1809

Knoebel And Morris To Lead Clemson
At- The Plate; Stephens To Lead S. C.

Shops For Men
£Iemson

Greenville

See this exciting adventure.
Nothing left untold.
MONDAY, TUESDAY, 7-8

Rancho Notorious
with
Marlene Dietrich
Arthur Kennedy
Mel Ferrer
Red, raw thrills, tight-nerved
suspense . . . sweeping, slashaction . . , savage emotional
conflict ... all storm-centered
around a woman of smoldering glamour and unfathomable mystery.
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
9 - 10

Tern bo
Howard Hill, world's greatest
archer, hunting jungle beasts
with bow and arrow.
FRIDAY, 11

Here Comes the
Nelsons
SATURDAY, 12

Badmen of
Tombstone

AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURE* OF CIGARETTES

LS./MF.T-ludcy Strike Means Fine Tobacco
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'Doc' Martins Of Old

Thursday, April 3. 1932

We—The Armor

Teamwork Is Prevelent
In Armor Branch R 0 T C
By R. S. Howard

Eng.-Arch. Fair
(Continued from Page 1)

'Doc' Martin's Stands As
Prominent Landmark
By Tommy Matthews
Clemson. The story goes back
Down through the years, Clem- Dr. McCollum and Dr. Martin's
to a day twenty-three years ago
son ha^ had many old and famous family, but soon Dr. McCollum
when Dr. McCollum went to
traditions, legends, and institu- bought the entire establishment.
Greenville to buy a soda founttions, of which perhaps the best- Then when Dr. McCollum died in
ain. He had seen a second-hand
known is the L. C. Martin Drug
fountain advertised, so he went
Company, more commonly known, an accident in August, 1950, Dr.
Meiburg was left with the com- to investigate.
as "Doc Martin's Drug Store."
On arriving to look over the
For many years this establish- plete managerial responsibility, alobject of his trip, his eye was
ment has been a famous landmark though the store is stm owned by
caught by a scale standing in the
at Clemson.
From the newest
Dr. McCollum's four daughters, corner. As the proprietor defreshman to the oldest graduate,
livered his sales talk, he noticed,
two of whom live in Clemson.
all know of Doc Martin's.
much to.his annoyance, that every
The store was established in 1908
Dr. Meiburg has been with the time Dr. McCollum looked at the
by Dr. C. L. Martin in partnership company for twenty years, and
soda fountain once, he looked at
with Dr. P. S. McCollum. Original- he is assisted by such old-timers
the scale three times.
ly it was a small wooden frame as B. H. Wilbanks, who has been
It had obviously caught his
building, but since then many there twenty-six years, and Mrs.
fancy. He remarked that it was a
changes have been made.
Crawford, who has been there, nice scale, and the salesman, exThe store has always been lofrom time to time, for thirty asperated, said, "If you buy the
cated on the same site, although
years.
fountain, the scales's yours."
the present building which
"I'll take it," said Dr. McCollum,
houses it is relatively new. It
It was Dr. McCollum who instibecame necessary to add an ex- tuted the customs for which "Doc and that's how a legend started.
Dr. Meiburg says that he has
tension at the rear when the Martin's" is best known to Clemwatched "the troops" line up afbook store and drug store were son students — namely, the
ter supper to weigh on that facombined, since the volume of handling of the class rings, the
mous scale for years.
business created by the sale of money-lending and check-holding
According to Dr. Meiburg, the
books was too great for the ca- business, and last but not least,
store has retained the name of L.
pacity of the smaller place.
the ageless Toledo scales in the
C. Martin Drug Company all these
Even then, the text book busi- front window.
years because of the great tradiness outgrew the store's bounds,
The store has handled the class tion associated with that name by
until finally it necessitated the rings for twenty years, a practice
moving of the book store. At first, which began as a means of adver- Clemson students and graduates.
Dr. McCollum tried moving it to tising and drawing business from
the Field House every September the students.
and February, but this proved to
Dr. McCollum began the custom
be far too much work and worry,, of lending money or holding
so he built the Clemson Book Store checks till the arrival of ROTC
about five years ago. This is the checks for much the same reason.
present set up, and needless to say, Today this custom is becoming alis a much better arrangement.
most too big for the company, says
Three faculty members from
Although the ownership and Dr. Meiburg.
the Clemson School of Textiles are
management of the store have
The scale in the front window attending the spring meeting of
changed some since its beginning,
is a legend within a legend at the Textile Quality Control Asmost of the personnel are old
sociation being held today and tohands.
/
morrow at the A. French School of
When Dr. Martin died in the Engineers Meet
Textiles, Georgia Institute of Techmid-twenties, the owners became
nology, Atlanta, Georgia.
(Continued from Page 1)
They are T. A. Campbell, Jr.,
The Engineering College Re- associate professor of textiles in
search Council, meeting on the the textile management departopening day of the conference, ment; T. A. Hendricks, associate*
will consider in its sessions The professor of textiles; and H. L.
two general problems of awaken- Lovelace, assistant professor of
ing research interest and con- textiles, both of the yarn manutrolling the cost of research. These facturing department.
problems will be discussed from
William Gregory Perry. Jr., the viewpoint of education, inClass of 1912, died last Friday at dustry, and government.
his home in Greenville.
The critical shortage of engiMr. Perry was a veteran of neers which now faces the nation
World War I, having been commis- will be a major concern to the
Fourteen agricultural engineersioned as a first lieutenant and Southeastern Section of the ASEE. ing seniors, members of ASAE,
having served in France for one This problem will be highlighted recently made a two-day field
and one-half years. Just prior to in an address by Dean Hollister. trip. The group was accompanand following that service, he was High school guidance and coun- ied by Prof. S. P. Young.
associated with Duke Power Com- seling for prospective engineerThe following companies were
pany in Greenville.
ing students will also be discussed. visited: Rome Plow Company,
Georgia;
Blanton
For many years he was a partColleges
and
universities Cedartown,
ner in the J. E. Sirrine Comwhich will be represented at the Plow Company, Rome, Georgia;
pany, having retired last Januconference are Alabama Poly- Athens Plow Company, Athens,
technic Institute, University of Tennessee; and Taylor Plow Comary.
Aalbama, University of Florida, pany, Athens, Tennessee.
The group observed the comFuneral services for Mr. Perry University of Miami, Georgia
were held Saturday at the grave- Tech, University of Kentucky, plete manufacture of tractor disc
side in Springwood cemetery in University of Louisville, and plows and the design engineering
departments of plow companies.
Greenville.
Tulane University.

Three Professors
Will Attend Textile
Meelinq In Atlanta

Perry, Clemson

Graduate, Dies
In Greenville

ASAE Seniors
Take Field Trip

Block and Bridle Club
Has Dinner Meeting,
Starkey Makes Talk
Sixteen new members were
taken into the local Block and
Bridle Club Tuesday night. Mr.
L. V. Starkey, head of the Animal
Husbandry Department, discussed
"The Future of the Animal Industry" at the barbecue dinner
meeting.
Mr. Starkey stated that onetenth of the students enrolled in
Clemson are majoring in animal
husbandry. He spoke of the vast
movement of livestock from the
middle - western and western
states to South Carolina and
other southern states.
The club completed plans for a
pasture tour of Greenwood County which was to have taken place
yesterday.
Other projects of the local animal husbandry club include a senior and a freshman-sophomore
livestosk judging contest to take
place late in April.

Also, Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Southwestern Louisiana
Institute, Louisiana State University, Mississippi State College,
University of Mississippi, Duke
University, N. C. State College,
The Citadel, Clemson College, and
the University of South Carolina.'
Also Tennessee Polytechnic Institute University of Tennessee,
Venderbilt University, Virginia
Military Institute, Virginia Polytechnic Ins^'t-'te. and the University of Virginia.

In the field of civil engineering
spectators will see an instrument
and blueprint display, many types
of slide rules, a water purification
filter, the effect of quicksand on
building foundations, beam deflection, tensile and compression
testing machines, bridge drawings,
surveying by aerial photographs,
highway construction, construction
materials, a display of students'
work, a U. S. Corps of Engineers
exhibit, stress analysis, and moonbeams through a telescope.
Mechanical engineering students
will display many types of engines
including aircraft, model, Fairbanks-Morse, Ford, Cummins, C.
F. R., Foos, Uniflow, and Corliss;
a jet turbine; floating ping pong
balls; Pelton and Overshot water
wheels; a Francis turbine; a wind
tunnel, Magdeburg hemispheres;
water from space; a turntable; a
gyroscope; air bearing; internal
combustion; steam turbines; a
stroboscope; and two special features entitled "How Hot Are You"
and "Is This Perpetual Motion?"
In the industrial engineering
department practical demonstrations will be given in the machine shop, metallurgy lab,
welding room, forge and foundry, wood shop and drawing department.
The department of architecture
will have interesting displays for
those persons interested, in building and art including models of
modern homes and the Clemson
House; working drawings and illustrations; a display of materials,
methods and details of architectural construction; an exhibition
of watercolors, pencil drawings,
abstract painting and other art
work.
All of these exhibits will be
shown in Riggs Hall and its connecting laboratories and shop
buildings on Friday and Saturday
from 2-5 p. m. and 7-10 p. m.
and on Sunday from 2-5 p. m.

Let the dubious person mosey
down to the motor pool some week
day afternoon and he will more
than likely find many busy armor
boys engaged in the cleaning and
care of tanks and other armor
equipment.
This involves some time, of
course, but it is profitable time,
for it allows us to become familiar
with these mechanisms which
later may be used to save our
lives.
Maintenance is not our only
activity as members of the armored calvary. The well-known retreat gun, that has caused many
a cadet to waver in his tracks, is
fixed by students of armor. These
same boys also furnished the nineteen gun salute for Governor
Byrnes' entrance to Clemson recently.

Methodist Choir Will
Give Easter Cantata
At Sunday Service
"The Lord of Life." an Easter
cantata by Roy E. Nolte, will be
presented by the choir of the
Clemson Methodist Church Sunday at 11:15 a. m. at the church.
There will be no sermon.
The program is as follows:
Waken, O World—Choir and
Mrs. Reid
Oh, Who Is He That Cometh?
—Choir and Mr. Hedden
In Remembrance of Me—Mr.
Watson
Thy Will De Done —Miss
Henry and Miss McNatt and the
Choir
Betrayed Unto Death — Mr.
Moore and Choir
O Love Divine, What Hast
Thou Done?—Mrs. Reid, Miss
McNatt, Mr. Plowden, Mr. Hurst
and Choir
The Song of Dawn — Mrs.
Hunter
There Was a Great Earthquake—Choir
The Angel's Message—Choir
Jesus Lives, A Risen King—
Choir and Mrs. Reid
The Promise of Morning—
Miss Williams
Alleluia!—Choir

116 North Main Street

Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

Barter Theater

(Continued from Page 1)
Broadway, and the part of Consuelo in He Who Gets Slapped.
Few newcomers to the Barter
Players have such a wealth of experience in theater, radio, and television.
Also appearing in leading roles
will be Joel Parsons, a veteran of
summer stock; Dorothy LaVern,
who has worked with such alltime greats as Mary Pickford and
Lionel Barrymore; and Carol van
Dermier, who has had much theaApplication forms may be ob- trical experience despite the fact
tained by the PAS & T. All ap- that she is only twenty-four years
plicants for Institute training will old.
be required to execute a service
statement indicating that they
Notice
wild remain on active duty for a
Jack D. Allison, president of
period of three years following
the completion of the training un- the senior class, announced that
less sooner relieved for the con- tomorrow is the last day on
which orders may be placed for
venience of the government.
April 15 is established as the caps and gowns. Orders will be
last date on which Professors of taken in the Blue Key room in
Air Science and Tactics may ac- the basement of Sixth Barracks
cept applications for training from from 7 until 9:30 p. m. The caps
and gowns must be paid for
May, 1952, graduates.
when they are ordered.

DILLARD

" SPORTING

CLEMSON MEN
ALWAYS WELCOME
—at—

COLLEGE GRILL
Anderson, S. C.

The April meeting of AAUW
will be held at the Clemson Baptist Church at 8 p. m. on April 10.
The speaker will be Cameron Todd
of the firm Merrill Lynch, Fenner
and Beane. Mr. Todd will present '
a film and make comments on it.
The film, 'Fair Exchange" points
out the basic fundamentals for
investments in stocks.
Mr. Todd has been associated
with Merrill' Lynch for the past
two years as an Account Execu- '
tive. After graduation from the
University of South Carolina he '
completed courses given by the
Merrill Lynch Training School and
the New York Institute of Finance.
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Schedule of
Pictures Al T
On The Campus"

April 3—"CLOUDBURST",
a first run picture, starring
Robert Preston, Elizabeth Sellars.
April 4—"THE SEA HORXET," starriirsr Bcd-^tocron,
Adrian Booth. A first run picture.
Saturday Morning: "TEXAS
CARNIVAL," starring Esther
Williams, Red Skelton. Children 5c. Others 9c.
Saturday — "THE SMUGGLERS,"
starring
Michael
Redgrave.
Late Show — "FURY
OF
THE CONGO," starring Johnny Weissmuller, Sherry Moreland.
April 7 — "BLACK GOLD,"
starring Frankie Darro, Gloria Sheah.
April 8—"CHICAGO CALLING," starring Mary Anderson,
Dan Duryea.
PICTURES COMING
"The Model and the Mar*
riage Broker," starring Jeanne
Crain, Thelma Ritter.
"Return of the Texan," a
first run Fox picture, starring
Dale Robertson, Joanne Dm.
"The Sellout," starring Walter Pidgeon, Audrey Totter.

Bill fir Hattie's Drive-In Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS - - - SANDWICHES
. . . Open 24 Hours . . .
2 1-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

GOODS

FRANCIS H. M. NEW
P. O. BOX 1083

GREENVILLE, S. C.

HOBBY SHOP

Representing

TENNIS RACQUETS

RIGGS & LOMBARD, Inc.
Textile Machinery

Formerly Arena Auto Service

MOBIL GAS
Tank Car Service

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

YOUNG MEN

The USAF Institute of Technology is a school of the Air
University
Command
which
conducts college level and industrial training in a variety of
fields in its resident school (located at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base Dayton Ohio) in
civilian universities, and in industry for officers on extended
active duty who meet the prerequisites for admission. Officers receive full pay and allowances while attending school,
and tuition is provided by the
Air Force.

On Tuesday, April 1, Dr. H M.
Brown, Dean of the School of
Textiles at Clemson gave a talk
to the Air Force ROTC «Armament section on the electrical operation of the amphidyne generator, part of the amphidyne fire
control system. Dr. Brown received his B. A. and M. A. degrees
from the University of Denver
and his Ph.D. from the University of California. Prior to becoming Dean of the School of
Textiles. Dr. Brown was Head
of the Physics Department.

ARCHIE'S SERVICE STATION

SOUTH CAROLINA

Sam's Luncheonette

Headquarters of the United
States Air Force has authorized
1952 AFROTC graduates to apply
for further education in programs
of the USAF Institute of Technology. Students may
apply
prior to entering active duty and
those entering active duty and
those accepted for training will
be entered into the particular
training in an active commissioned status after graduation.

One Day Service

—Engineei

—Greenville—

Dr. Brown Speaks (gmeron Todd Will
Applications Due
For A FROTC Study To Air Force ROTC Speak At AAUW
After1 Graduation

BESTRUNG

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
GREENVILLE

Senior Platoon leader George W. Lindstedt (second from right), arts and sciences senior of Holly
HiU, talks with the three newly-elected officers of the drill team. The new officers include Thomas
E. Gioiosa (extreme left) architecture junior of Bethesda, Maryland, business manager; Ray
Bell (second from left), industrial education senior of Pelzer, assistant leader; and Miles E. Bruce,
arts and sciences junior of Greer, assistant business manager. (TIGER Staff Photo by Joe L.
Bailey.)

STRONG FLEVGER
Chapel Hill, N. C.--A. Z. (Country) Wood, a junior from Lancaster, S. C, is considered a good
pitching prospect for the UniverTha cantata is under the direc- sity of North Carolina baseball
tion of Mr. Hugh Watson. Mrs. team this spring.
Ed Freeman is the organist.
Classified Ad
Members of the choir are: Soprano—Mrs. Tom Reid, Burgess HELP WANTED—Girl to work in
Cafeteria. See Mrs. K. L. MorWilliams, Mrs. Bill Hunter, Mrs.
R. F. Wheeler, Nella Marie Mc- ris, Clemson Cafeteria, YMCA.
Intyre, Frances Booker, Elizabeth
Stepp, and Carolyn Corley.
Alto—Mrs. G. G. Henry, Mrs.
Marie Mclntyre, Mrs. A. L. Cochran, Jo Ann McNatt, June Henry,
and Mrs. Harry Mays.
Tenor—C. H. Watson, W. B.
Williams, Bobby Plowden, Louis
Henry, and David Witt.
Bass—John Moore, Dick Henden, Foster Boone, Charles Davis,;
Victor Hurst, and Jim Stepp.

Approximately 40 members of
the Clemson Block and Bridle
Club made a pasture tour in
Greenwood County last Wednesday. The tour, led by Mr. Garvin, Greenwood County agent,
covered ten farms.
Mr. Johnson Craig, soil conservation expert, discussed points
on grazing systems and pastures.

QUALITY CLOTHING FOR

i.

Electrical engineers will show
a Testa coil, a surge generator,
magnetic top, induction heating, a precipitron smoke elim"inator, a relay network panel, a
strength tester, a reversing
motor, an automatic drinking
fountain, a photo-electric cell
display, an automatic voltage
regulator, a high fidelity record
player, a stroboscope, a magnetic
amplifier, a dynamometer for
testing small motors, strain
gages, a cathode ray oscilligraph,
model television, and electric
photographic equipment.

However, the armor students
also deserve some cheers for
the efforts that they have put
out not only in the classrooms,
but also outside of them

Block And Bridle
Club Makes Tour Of
Greenwood Pastures

EAT AT

ANDERSON, S. C.

Upper Marlboro, Md., civil engineering, J. D. Gillespie of Montgomery, Ala.; electrical engineering, R. C. Dwight of Sumter; mechanical engineering, J. H. Creighton of Clemson; and chemical en.gineering,' D. H. Burley of Clemson.
Ceramic engineering exhibits include enameling; a gold separating
machine; ceramic products; production of glass wool; studies of
the ceramic engineer; production
of ceramic shapes by the potters
wheel, casting, extrusion and
pressing; purification of clays; pottery from South . Carolina clays;
and electronically controlled kilns.
The chemical engineering department will have displays featuring a tube which blows hot and
cold air at the same time, the
fluidization of a solid in a gas
stream, dust explosion, the significance of atmospheric pressure,
electrolysis of water, the critical
flow of fluids, orifice and venturi meters, a circulating air drier
and a vacuum drier.

The ability of any organization
to function properly and effectively is determined largely by the
cooperation of teamwork found
within it. Such teamwork is not
merely restricted to athletics and
company competition, but is more
prevalent in the armor branch of
ROTC.
A great percentage of the cheers,
of course, go to the armor instructors, who have striven to foster interest among the students of
this branch by providing facilities
for the use of the actual equipment
of war.

Gome in today and
get your copy... //U #*v<
CLEMSON BOOK STORE
Phone 6541

Clemson, S. C
Official Engineering Supplies
For All Courses

OWNED AND OPERATED BY A CLEMSON MAN.
Your Patronage Appreciated
Archie Cochran

